Lateralization of Reward in
is an especially informative, readet authoritative survey of much of science and technology.* It was ed through the well-coordinated efforts of nearly 100 scientists and ers. The book consists of 11 chapters, three of which are devoted to --the planet Earth, the living state, and the structure of matter. mr three are devoted to technology-computers and communications, and materials. Five chapters bearing on social matters are placed the heading Science and the United States. document is part of a more comprehensive report that will be reshortly by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in response to a ssional mandate which directed the Office of Science and TechPolicy to prepare periodically a Five-Year Outlook on Science echnology. The intent of Congress seems to have been to charge Press, the President's science adviser, with the work. The task was large for his tiny staff, however, and Press transferred it to the NSF. I, the Foundation asked the National Academy of Sciences to do part job by providing a report describing the current state of research in ,ant areas and pointing out issues within those areas that could be nt within the 5-year period. his task the most important ingredient for a useful result was judgFor example, scientific research and technological development are .onducted on thousands of different frontiers. What are the most sigit? How much attention should be devoted to each? The audience for 3ort is ostensibly Congress or perhaps members of its staff. At what ,hould the material be prepared to convey information readily while tining authenticity? The task force of the National Research Council up with reasonable answers to these questions. A key factor was the istrative skill and effort of Ralph Gomory of International Busines's nes Corporation who was the study chairman. Each chapter of the was the responsibility of a chapter coordinator, who dealt with the lual scientists and engineers who prepared parts of the chapter. When -ontributions were received, they were usually found to be much too neven in content, and full of jargon; it was necessary to have comeditors smooth the rough spots. Each chapter was then sent to as as 20 reviewers, whose comments led to deletions, shortening, simtion, and occasional additions. This process involved the study chair-:he chapter coordinator, and the editor. With authenticity and a balselection of content assured, further efforts were devoted to simion based on suggestions from two groups-the assembled chap-)ordinators and the governing board of the National Research 1. re are some pages of limited comprehensibility, but most of the report read with profit by persons holding' a bachelor's degree in science or ering and by university juniors and seniors who are taking such s. Of particular value and quality are the chapters on the planet the living state, and materials. rder to limit the size of the report it was necessary to omit a number of .ant fields such as chemistry, economics, and mathematics. Chemists Xparticular right to be unhappy with this omission. The major chapter report that bears closely on chemistry is one on toxic substances, and little to lighten the dark picture painted by detractors of chemistry. It )rtunate that only such an image is presented to Congress. situation will in part be ameliorated in the second report in the series. volume, which is now in the beginning stages of preparation, two rs will be devoted to chemistry. If the second outlook report matches st one, it will be worth looking forward to.-PHILIP H. ABELSON
